
Indigenous Theme 2020-2021: Skyworld teachings

March: Sisikwun, The Rattle



Why see the stars through an indigenous lens? 

• 100 Word Song

Watch Wilfred Buck speak to his own learning 
journey about Skyworld and the importance of 

continuing this focus.

https://www.hashcut.com/v/x8DDAJm


March star sightings
Spring is in the air! Sisikwun, or the Rattle, is a sign of Spring, of new life and renewal. It is seen in the Eastern 

part of the sky and connected to Keewatin (Polaris). Though it is not the simplest to see, Sisikwun (or 
SeeSeekwun) does not have a Greek counterpart. It is a constellation that remains special to First Nations people.

“Just before the sun 
comes up, the sun exudes 

energy and the earth 
absorbs this energy,” 

Wilfred Buck



The Story of sisikwun

Watch Tipiskawi Kisik and learn 
as Wilfred Buck tells the story 

of Sisikwun as a sign of  
Spring approaching!

Fun Fact:

“Sikwan” means spring. “Sisikwun” 

means Spring is Coming. 

https://youtu.be/fksmgAYzj8o


How can I find sisikwun?

Remember Makinak (the 
Turtle)? Well, Sisikwun is 
located within these stars! 
It is anchored by Keewatin 
(Polaris, or the North Star), 
and the rattle shell wraps 
around the stars of the 

Turtle.

Keewatin

Sisikwun

Makinak

Keewatin



Sisikwun additional info

Keewatin
The following interview illustrates the importance of the 
Rattle to the Cree People. The interview is posted verbatim, 
and discusses how Rattles are made, why they are made, 
who makes them and for what purpose. Click on The Rattle: 
An Interview for the full article.
There is great potential for activities with older students here 
as reading and discussing interview style writing is 
wonderful literacy prep. 
• What traditional components exist here?
• Did they surprise you? Did you discover a “Eurocentric” 

perspective in your thinking?
• What is the “take-away” from this interview?
• Why is it so important to consider the Indigenous 

perspective?

https://www.ucn.ca/sites/mftn/spring2020/Pages/Article-2.aspx


Cross-curricular resources

• Extend this conversation! Click Extending Sisikwun for a few tasks and opportunities for your 
students. The points would be appropriate for grades 2-6 as the specificity and choices would 
vary between levels.

• A reminder about *Math Meets Astronomy for some ideas on how to use constellations to teach 
angles! (Grades 3-4)

• Coding reminder! This link: *Coding the Stars asks students to create images and understand 
astronomical data with coding. Following a scaffolded set of activities that would be appropriate 
for grades 6+.

* Please Note: These links do not contain Indigenous content but are intended as ideas to 
naturally integrate Sisikwun (and other constellations) to your classroom.

https://cdsbeo-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/celine_langevin_cdsbeo_on_ca/EfSyX7meLI5MhWNc-ibZGlsB76S1aECc2oKtrU4_b_XdQQ?e=tYfHjC
https://createteachandshare.blogspot.com/2014/05/math-meets-astronomy-in-room-309.html
https://chandra.cfa.harvard.edu/edu/pencilcode/index.html


We want to hear from you!

Wesakechak

Matootisan

Makinak

Sisikwun

Mista
Muska

Please let the Indigenous Education team 
know how your class is using the Skyworld
resources! Please email 
celine.langevin@cdsbeo.on.ca with any 
artwork, work samples, stories or pictures 
of student work. Thank you for your 
continued support!

mailto:celine.langevin@cdsbeo.on.ca
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